
bystematic Hydrologic Characterization
Testing along Cross Drift
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Air Permeability Distributions - Update with
New Measurements by Systematic

Hydrologic Characterization
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Understanding Gained from Systematic

Testing Data To Date
e Small fractures (less than 1-m in length) in the lower

lithophysal unit are well connected to give rise to air-
permeability values on the order of 10-11 m 2

V Water introduced along a borehole section of 1.83 m
flowed down toward the drift, not in a uniform plume,
but along preferential paths

- Fraction of water would miss the drift because of non-
uniform flow from heterogeneity

- Fraction of water is diverted around the drift due to
capillary effects
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Understanding Gained from Systematic

Testing Data To Date
(Continued)

a Participation of lithophysal porosity in liquid flow
paths between the water release points and the drift
ceiling is small

* Open-pan evaporation rate is typically 3 to 4 mm/day
- Gives rise to an upper bound of seepage water loss to

evaporation ~14 ml/min when coupled with the largest
wetted area observed on the drift ceiling

* Uncertainty notwithstanding, evaporation does not
account for all the difference between injected water
and seepage water collected

- Seepage threshold exists
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ECRB Cross Drift Bulkheads
(Passive Monitoring)

Evaluate flow and seepage processes in repository
host rocks and Solitario Canyon Fault Zones

Began in mid June, 1999 -- bulkheads at Stations
17+63 meters and 25+03 meters

Systematic hydrologic instrumentation in Topopah
Spring Lower Lithophysal and Lower Nonlithophysal
Units and Solitario Canyon Fault Zone

Installed a third bulkhead at Station 25+99 to further
isolate tunnel from the heat source at the TBM

Monitor for free liquid water from either seepage or
condensation

Last bulkhead entry on 10/01/01
- YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Rock Unit Contacts behind the Bulkheads

Bulkhead 1
Bulkhead 3

17+63,
25+99,

Bulkhead 2 @
New Bulkhead

25+03,
@ 22+01

Station Mapped Contact
23+26 Tptpll / Tptpln (Topopah Spring Tuff lower

lithophysal / lower nonlithophysal contact)
25+84 Tptpln / Tptpul (Topopah Spring Tuff lower

nonlithophysal / upper lithophysal Solitario
Canyon Fault Zone)

26+64 Tptpul / Tptprl (Topopah Spring Tuff upper
lithophysal / crystal-rich lithophysal
Solitario Canyon Fault Zone)
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Pre-Test Predictions for the ECRB Bulkhead Studies

* Initial modeling studies of the bulkhead experiment
were carried out in 1996 and 1997 to evaluate
changes in moisture conditions in the rock
surrounding the drift

* The rate and extent of rock dryout during
ventilation and re-wetting after closure were
evaluated using the site-scale UZ flow model

* Calculations estimated the extent of dry-out to be
less than 1 0 m within 1 00 years

* For the re-wetting period after installation of the
bulkhead, the models predicted that the fractures
would resaturate within 6 months for the reference
case, whereas the matrix would require more than
6 years to completely resaturate
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Pre-Test Predictions for the ECRB Bulkhead Studies

(continued)

The probability of seepage in the bulkheaded section
of the ECRB was evaluated in 2000 using the TSPA
seepage-model abstraction. This study assumed that
the ECRB had returned to undisturbed moisture
conditions in the rock for present-day climate
Results were:

- The seepage modeling exercise predicted that there is a
50% chance that one or more seeps will occur in the
bulkheaded section of the ECRB

- Additional seeps are predicted at lower levels of probability
-- 1 0% chance to see four or more seeps between ECRB
Station 20+00 m and 22+00 m or two or more seeps
between ECRB Station 24+00 m and 25+00 m
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Cross Drift Bulkheads
(continued)

The existing monitoring study (part of moisture
monitoring for the entire ESF and ECRB) includes:

- Network of heat dissipation probes at approximately 25 m
intervals before and behind the bulkheads along the Cross
Drift, to measure water potential

- Neutron access boreholes at approximately 50 m intervals
along the Cross Drift, to allow for measurement of water
content during entries to the closed areas

- Two thermocouple psychrometer and electrical resistance
probe stations behind the bulkheads, to measure rewetting

- Moisture and atmospheric measurement stations before
and behind bulkheads and in the ESF, to monitor drift
relative humidity and temperature conditions
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Cross Drift Bulkheads
(Continued)

- Moisture sensors and canvas sheets to monitor
rewetting/dripping.

- Analysis for major, minor, and isotopic composition of
water samples obtained from puddled areas.

- Analysis of data, including simulation of hydrologic
processes, to determine the effect of construction water
usage on surrounding rocks.
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Cross Drift Bulkheads Results to Date
* Observed moisture attributed to condensation

related to temperature gradient behind bulkheads

* Measurable temperature gradient behind
bulkheads diminished after TBM power failure on
4/6/01

* Less observed moisture during 5/22/01 entry than
during 1/22/01 to 1/25/01 entry; more observed
moisture on 10/01/01 entry than 5/22/01

* Two distinct damp zones, separated by an
apparently dry zone, observed on 10/01/01

* Rock bolts, even in drier areas, appear to
generate some drips
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Cross Drift Water Potential Data
XHDP21 - ECRB 23+50
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Water Potential Variations with Ventilation

Water Potentials in the ECRB
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Humidity and Temperature before and aer

Bulkhead Installation
ECRB-XTRHO8 - Station 25+25 m
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Photos from 5/22101 Bulkhead
Entry

1 -- Rust spots and moisture on rails at
23+50

2 -- Drip cloth at 24+1 0 installed 1/25/01
3-- Condensation on power cord

behind third bulkhead
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Temperature Behind the Bulkheads
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Cross Drift Bulkheads Path Forward

* Drill additional 5 m boreholes for water potential
and temperature measurements in sealed sections
(4 boreholes planned)

* Install wetting-front, temperature, and moisture
sensors along the drift wall

* Improve spatial resolution of relative humidity,
barometric pressure, and velocity distributions by
additional moisture sensors along the sections
and at selected vertical cross sections, including
temperature sensors on the bulkheads

* Install gas withdrawal and injection ports along
the drifts for periodic sampling and tracer-release
studies (5 ports planned)
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Cross Drift Bulkheads Path Forward
(continued)

* Identify locations likely to drip and install additional
water collection systems, designed to minimize
evaporation and avoid liquid contact with rock
debris

Install fourth bulkhead at Cross Drift Station 22+01
Remote video camera monitoring behind bulkheads
will also be installed, to observe drips and
conditions without opening bulkheads, and, if drips
are observed, locate areas to move drip collectors
Move collectors to correct locations if dripping is
observed to occur elsewhere than anticipated
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Cross Drift Bulkheads Path Forward

(continued)

Collect and analyze moisture that drips to
determine its origins (i.e., pore water or
construction water, condensation, etc., by
associated laboratory chemical and isotopic
analyses)

Moisture monitoring in the Cross Drift and in the
ESF will be continued to measure the values and
distribution of hydrologic conditions and to
monitor the re-equilibration of the hydrologic
conditions behind the ECRB bulkheads
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Seepage/Drainage Benches

* Characterize fracture properties for evaluation of
seepage, seepage threshold flux, and drift drainage

* Supports EBS Drift Drainage and UZ Seepage and
Flow models

* Spatially correlate fracture properties to other
measured drift geologic and hydrologic properties
(e.g., fracture density, air permeability, and water
content) at several locations within Cross Drift
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( (Seepage / Drainage Benches
(Continued)

(

ECRB Fracture Frequency and Lithophysae Percentage
Blue numbers and lines refer to bench locations

Green lines are bulkhead locations
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) Seepage/Drainage Benches
(Continued)
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Seepage/Drainage Benches
(Continued)

Hydraulic Conductivity
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What Have We Learned in the
Cross Drift - Geology?

* Faults encountered were of the type, size, and
offset anticipated by the Predictive Report. A
small number of minor faults were encountered
(as expected)

* The characteristics of predicted faults such as the
Sundance and Solitario Canyon faults were nearly
identical to what was presented in the Predictive
Report

An unanticipated fault with approximately 5 m of
normal offset was encountered near station 22+38.
The fault may have been obscured by alluvium at
the surface
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What Have We Learned in the

Cross Drift - Geology?
(Continued)

* The Solitario Canyon Fault (SCF) was encountered
within a few meters of the predicted location,
Orientation of the structure and offset along the
fault were essentially identical to predictions

* The SCF had only minor physical evidence of water
percolation along the fault zone, and no significant
secondary mineralization. Some minor iron oxides
in the matrix of fault zone breccias were the only
alteration observed

* Faults across the potential repository block
exhibited no significant accumulations of
secondary silica or calcite
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What Have We Learned in the

Cross Drift - Geology?
(Continued)

* The footwall of the SCF was more fractured than
anticipated from preconstruction investigations,
This extended footwall zone was probably due to
the presence of a small splay of the SCF
intersecting the main splay just north of the
Cross Drift alignment

* There is not much deformation within the rock
mass between major block-bounding faults
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What Have We Learned in the
Cross Drift - Geology?

(Continued)
* Significant gain in understanding of the nature,

abundance, and orientation of small fractures
present in the middle nonlithophysal, lower
lithophysal, and lower nonlithophysal zones in the
potential repository block

* Fractures in the lower nonlithophysal zone are not
unlike those in the middle nonlithophysal zone

* The dip of the lithostratigraphic units has been well
constrained between the Ghost Dance fault and the
SCF, Preconstruction estimates of the locations
and types of contacts were accurate, with the
exception of the top of the lower lithophysal zone
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What Have We Learned in the

Cross Drift - Geology?
(Continued)

)

The Cross Drift provided our first good look at the
lower lithophysal zone, which makes up the
majority of the potential repository (>70%)

To date, the lower lithophysal zone has been
treated as homogeneous with respect to
fracturing We now know that fracturing becomes
like that of the lower nonlithophysal unit above
the lower contact

The intensely fractured zone (IFZ) does not
apparently extend to the northwest. The zone
was not observed in the Cross Drift or in Solitario
Canyon
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What Have We Learned in the Cross Drift -

Geochemistry?

* Systematic sampling of chloride data is important in
constraining infiltration/percolation flux estimates
within the potential repository block

* The Cross Drift provides access for systematic and
feature-based sampling of Cl and 36CI and fracture
mineral investigations within the potential repository
block
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What Have We Learned in the Cross Drift -

Hydrology?
* Water potential data have been collected from

boreholes drilled in the Cross Drift. Water potentials
are higher than previously believed. These data have
an important bearing on UZ flow-modeling efforts

Air permeability measurements in the lower
lithophysal unit show higher values than seen in the
middle nonlithophysal unit as exposed in the ESF.
These data have an important bearing on seepage
and drainage
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What More Will We Learn in the

Cross Drift?

* The Cross Drift will allow for additional evaluation
of variability of in situ hydrologic, thermal,
geochemical, and geomechanical properties in the
lower lithophysal and lower nonlithophysal units

* Additional design related tests will be conducted
in the potential repository horizon to collect
parameters that can be used to evaluate drift
degradation scenarios and rock stability to
provide ground support requirements for
repository design
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Summary of Underground ESF / ECRB
UZ Investigations

Ongoing data collection and testing in ESF, Cross
Drift, and laboratories continue to confirm technical
basis, reduce uncertainties, and provide additional
confidence in natural and engineered systems
analyses and models
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